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Corporate Image II

By Annie Warren

I wondered what I should wear to the clinic, some-
thing sexy or something plain? Or should I just go as
a feminized Bob. Since they would be treating me
“clinically” I decided it wouldn’t really matter much.

Oddly, however, when I got up and after unwind-
ing and brushing my hair and doing my morning
toilette, I put on my black bra, matching slip and
panty set. I was into black that day. I also decided to
put on just a shade of lipstick, not heavy. I did put
the stick in my handbag, for a quick repair after the
spraying, or whatever he was going to do.

In spite of wearing my sexiest black lingerie, I put
on a white shirt, and then noted that the black out-
lines of that lingerie showed through and stuck out
like a sore thumb. I could clearly see even the lace in-
serts. Pulling off the shirt, I then put on a solid col-
ored shirt that didn’t, well, almost didn’t show my
lingerie. Being a shirt, it also did not show my cleav-
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age, unless I left the top five buttons open... not
hardly!

At the clinic, I had to wait (though I was the first on
the schedule), for the doctor hadn’t shown up yet. I
learned that he had flown in the day before and was
possibly suffering jet lag.

But, half an hour later he came in. He was joking
and seemed thoroughly happy with me and his work.
He was a small man, lean and slightly muscular
(hours on the links?). He seem to have a permanent
twinkle in his eye, even when he was serious. He took
my medical history and then examined me. He did
not seem the least bit surprised when I opened my
shirt. (He had already complimented me on my linge-
rie, it had hidden even less than I thought.) When I
took off my slip and bra to become flat chested he
joked  saying  that  he  could  give  me  real  breasts
quickly and easily, if I wanted.

I said no, not at this time, in the same joking mode
as he was in.

Only it was no joke. He meant it, as he made the
same offer several more times before the appoint-
ment was over. He also took blood and urine sam-
ples, and did a fairly complete small scale physical.
(For a throat spray?)

When he apparently had what he wanted, I put my
lingerie back on and put my shirt on, not buttoning it
up, however. After all, he was going to work on my
throat, not my chest, but he had to have access to my
chest for the test. So, I covered up again, but with lin-
gerie AND shirt, sort of.
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And then I was escorted to a little surgical center
dominated by a chair like one used by a dentist. A
cape was draped about me and it came time to actu-
ally do something.

He advised an anesthetic as it would be awkward
to work in my throat with me awake. I agreed and he
put me out.

I guess you can’t give the head a local...I mused as I
drifted...

When I awoke, I was resting comfortably. My
throat felt quite painful and my mouth felt stretched.
I still felt a bit dizzy and so just lay there, working my
mouth, trying to get the kinks out of it and the mus-
cles back into action. I then closed my eyes and
dosed off.

I was again awakened by someone telling Lynn to
wake up, but not to speak. I was about to answer that
I was Bob, not Lynn, when the recent events set in
and I realized it was to me that they were speaking. I
had even formed the words but did not give them ut-
terance as I opened my eyes to the see the smiling
doctor looking down at me.

“Are you dizzy?”

I shook my head, `no’.

“All right, open wide. I want to see how they look."
He used the mirror thing that most doctors are pic-
tured with on their forehead, to reflect an examina-
tion light down my throat as he peeked through the
hole in the middle of it.
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“Hmm, all looks quite nice. Now, cautiously and
softly, give me an `Ahh’, no words, just an `Ahh’."

“Ahgzhrhkhghh.” It came out garbled and rough,
sort of an approximation of an `Ahh’, but it was, a
whisper, an excellent laryngitis mimic!

“All is in order. You will have that rough whisper
for about a week until full healing is complete.”

Healing? What did he do? Only a week, what about
the interview? I got the idea that he didn’t just spray
something on my vocal cords as a temporary measure.
But what did he do?

Trying to keep my voice from straining, I asked,
“What did you do?”

“As you requested, I shaved the vocal cords to
heighten the timbre. You will have a nice voice when
it all heals. You have to give it time. Try not to talk to-
day. Tomorrow, you can resume your normal speak-
ing patterns, but refrain from it today. I understand
you have charm school classes tomorrow?” He did
not seem in the least surprised at this. “I’ll write a
note for your teachers to advise them about your
voice.”

I nodded my understanding from my dizziness.

“Well, try not to get too excited. And no attempts at
shouting!” With that he turned my head and fiddled
painfully with one ear and then turned it the other
way and fiddled, again painfully, with my other ear.
“All right, Lynn. All requests have been fulfilled. And
all appears to be in order. I think you’ll be happy with
the results.
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“I still think a bit of augmentation and a
rhinoplasty would have been good too. But, you can
get them later, once you are more established. We
like to take care of our star designers.”

The man wasspeaking in riddles. Requests? Estab-
lished? Augmentation? Would augmentation make me
taller? That would be a good one if they could do it, I
was way too short for a man...

Meanwhile, as he was talking, I reached up to my
ears to feel two studs in each lobe. This kook had
pierced my ears! twice! One more and I’d be up with
Brenda. I wondered, if I did, would she get a fourth? I
would almost bet that she would.

Then it hit me, `As you requested’.

Vi must have filled it in, or the clinic here had filled
it in, or maybe even he had filled it in. He was obvi-
ously a Corporate doctor, and not just a local clini-
cian. After all, they had said that he had `flown in’.

I began a bit of serious worrying. Yet, I was afraid
to ask what was done, as I had supposedly asked for
it. In any event, I was apparently finished and ready
to leave.

I got up a bit unsteadily, but not dizzily. My shirt
was still open and my pants were only loosely closed,
neither zipped nor buckled. I buttoned up my shirt
and started to tuck it into my pants and then felt
some as yet undiscovered pains. In back of each hip,
I hit a sore spot with a Band-Aid on it. I wondered
what had been done there, but again dared not ask. I
decided to try another ploy.
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“For my records, I’d like a copy,” I had to pause
from the strain, “of the consent form.”

“Careful with your voice today! I’ll check with the
nurse and see that a copy is sent to you. Well, that’s
it. If you need more, let the Corporation know and I’ll
be glad to return to assist you.”

He reached out his hand and we shook on it. “Good
luck, Miss Luvie,” were his last words.

“Thank you, Doctor,” were my last words for the
day too.

With that, he left, I finished dressing, and then I
left.

On the way out, the nurse gave me some gargles
and a spray soother for my throat and instructions
sheets on how to care for shaved vocal cords and for
pierced ears.

I took it all home and read it and gargled. It made
the burning in my throat lessen appreciably. There
was no mention anywhere in them about anything at
all to do with the pain in my hips; so, that one re-
mained a mystery, for the time being. It also did not
explain what vocal cord shaving would do. There was
explanation of care, but not the result.

As an easy out, I took a strong pain killer I had in
my medicine chest. It acted more like a sedative than
a pain killer; well, when asleep, you don’t feel the
pain. So I slept most of the rest of the day. I awoke in
a fog and didn’t really want to rise, so I ate some-
thing, set my hair (sort of), and went (back) to bed
very early.
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Next morning, I got up (still a bit hazy) and did my
morning toilette. In the mirror I saw the studs, but
did nothing about them until I reread the paper that
told how to clean and turn them, which I then did.

I had to hum a bit (well a whispered hum, sort of)
to see that my voice box still functioned. It was a bit
sore, but not like the day before. A quick gargle and a
spray and it was like new (old?).

As I was putting on my bra, I was struck by the
strangest sensation in my chest. It was odd, yet most
pleasant. I wondered what it was and found it to be
centered around my nipples. But, I felt I had to get
ready for school. Quickly I donned the rest of my lin-
gerie and a white suit, with matching three inch heels
and handbag. The higher heels required shorter
steps and better balance; but, with a sigh, I accepted
the fact that I would have to wear them at some point
in time. Just as I was about to leave I saw a note
stuck under my door. It was on Corporate note pa-
per.

Dear Lynn,

Effective immediately you are fined one week’s pay for failure

to dress appropriately for your appointment at the clinic.

Yours, Ms. Elvira Knowles
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That God damned bitch, why won’t she leave me
alone!

I looked at the note angrily realizing that someone
had told Vi everything about my visit to the clinic.
With my hand poised trembling on the door knob, I
thought of storming into the office and telling her off.
But, two things held me back. The knowledge that
such confrontations with her had been about as use-
ful as pissing in the wind. And, I had, so far, avoided
parading about the Corporation dressed in skirts. So,
I crumpled the note into a tight little ball and tossed
it into a nearby waist basket.

Glancing nervously at my watch I realized that I
had too little time to waste. So, I opened my apart-
ment door, and a clattering of clicking heels sounded
as I rushed down the hall with short quick steps
caused by my high heels and tight suit skirt. With
each step I could feel my silken and lace hems brush
against my nylon clad thighs and I realized, to my
chagrin, that the heel height and quick steps were
causing pelvic to sway so that my derriere seemed to
be rotating in half circles like a female’s!

A wolf whistle confirmed my realization, and I felt
strangely thrilled and embarrassed in what I can only
describe as feeling suddenly very submissive and
vulnerable.

“Hey, Bill, that girl next door just dashed by in a
skirt.” a neighbor’s voice announced from an open
doorway, “And, she walks as sexy as hell without
those old pants.”

Almost happily I reached the sanctuary of my car
to fumble through my purse for my keys. Remember-
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ing my charm school text I opened the door, and
holding my purse and band box in my left hand I
placed my right foot on the floor, turned my hips
slightly and lowered my buttocks into the seat while
bringing my left foot into the car, feeling the multiple
nylon on nylon slippy slidies and the tickle of the tap
panties on my exposed thighs.

God, was that a sensuous feeling. I had NEVER had
any feelings like that when I wore pants. Of course, I
never had to think about hems with pants either.
And I had managed to do it right, despite the fussing
with my handbag and band box, as I swung them
into rider’s seat. It certainly was not a truck driver’s
entrance into a car, unless she was a lady truck
driver.

I drove to the charm school very carefully. The new
angle on the foot kept giving me problems. I almost
had it mastered by the time I got there.

Tentatively I stuck one foot out, no problem, only I
could not stand on that foot. So, I pivoted and put the
other foot out. What had the book said? Something
about feet under one before rising? I then slid to put
my weight over my feet and gave a passerby a lacy
shot as my skirt rose again.

But, I quickly exited the car brushing my skirt
down, no, her skirt, oh hell, I guess it was mine after
all.

Today’s classes reviewed the first steps of skin care
and started the basics of poise. Lunch meant a trip to
a small pizza shop in the mall; but, despite my fears,
the customers were more interested in their own
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thing than me. After lunch I returned to class to fin-
ish my second day.

The two weeks of school passed almost as quickly
until graduation afternoon. I discovered that my final
exam consisted of participating as a luncheon model
displaying dresses at the Four Seasons Restaurant
for the Flash of Flair Boutique, along with several
models.

Vi was there having lunch with Sara, Brenda,
Harriette, and Janet! Despite my total embarrass-
ment over their fussing with my clothes, and asking
several questions about the fit, price, and designer of
the dress, I survived.

At the end of the fashion show I was called to the
makeshift stage to be given my certificate for having
completed charm school.

Almost forgetting to remove the cocktail dress I
was modeling, I exchanged hugs with Miss. Prudence
and fled into temporary dressing room to change and
dash into the day to avoid seeing my amused cowork-
ers...

Chapter 12: The Turn of Another
Corporate Screw

My return to work flooded my heart with fears, as I
parked my car in the Corporation lot and took yet an-
other look into my rearview mirror, to be certain that
my lipstick was right.
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I could feel the pitter-patter of my heart with the
click click sound of my heels as I made my way
across the lot to the front glass door that reflected my
image, the image Vi wanted, dressed in patent
leather black heels, taunt gray black nylons, red suit
with micro-mini sheath skirt with a slit that revealed
a flash of black lace from my slip, and a deep V ruf-
fled black sheer blouse.

Opening the door with my card key, I made my way
down the first floor hall, past the Men’s room, to won-
der if I should use it anymore. What bathroom should
I use?

Taking the elevator up to my office in the design
section I saw that my plan to come early had worked
because I was alone. Going into my office, I removed
my jacket to hang it on my clothes rack, before I
looked at my image again in the full length mirror
mounted on the back of my office door, to note the
femininity of my sheer blouse and the lacy outline of
my mini-slip with just a hint of my nipples showing
in the soft fabric. I regretted that the marvelous feel-
ing in my chest had been so fleetingly short, but I
now noted that there was a slight but growing tin-
gling sort of a sensitivity in my nipples that seemed to
replace it. It felt really good to touch and play with my
nipples, even through my bra.

I had decided to make alterations to my teddy de-
sign, to make it sexier. I had grown accustomed to
the bra and even to the slinkiness of the slip and
blouse. It was still a bit hard to work with my long,
red nails, or to have my curly hair occasionally fall in
front of my eyes, usually at the worst of times. My
voice was still a whisper, but it seemed to be gaining
in body. It didn’t sound right. It was too high.
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As I adjusted my drawing board I noted that there
was a package on my desk. As before, it was off the
production line, indicating that the mini-slip was
now in full production. As before, I was afraid to turn
it over with just reasons. I had designed it and given
it away without thinking of the consequences that
now had come back to haunt me...

But, I turned it over and almost dropped it. This
was a lie, trickery! Someone was pulling a fast one
and it was at my expense! I didn’t even read the en-
dorsement! I was pretty sure what it said. I didn’t
have to read my signature below it either, it was a
carbon copy of the previous ones.

What stopped me ice cold was ME, I mean MY
PICTURE. On the back of the package was my pic-
ture, as usual but not!

I stood, hands and arms up above my head, ala
Monroe, showing bright red nails, blonde hair fram-
ing a sexily made up face with pouting red lips form-
ing an open mouth kiss. But, what stopped me was
that in this picture I was wearing my pink miniskirt
revealing in the flow of my body a dainty hint of white
lace through its slit, sheer deep V ruffled pink blouse
that showed the shadow of my mini-slip and the deep
cleavage created by my bra, hose and high heels.

It was a very sensual pose, despite its free spirited
casualness. But, how? Who? I alreadyknew the why!

I instinctively grabbed my purse and went to see
Vi, but she was not in yet. Had she left it on my desk
the night before, as her little surprise to greet me on
my first day back to work? Whatever! This one had to
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have an answer. I fumed all the way back to my office.
As I walked, I read the endorsement:

Well, this time I have outdone myself! This new mini- slip

goes so well with my bra. It is a must under my miniskirts. It is

truly fabulous for feel and fit. At the office they all know I’m

wearing it, as minis are now my favorite for office wear and for

those lovely casual evenings. (Signed) Lynn R. Luvie"

I was so upset, I couldn’t see straight and almost
walked into my door before I opened it. I knew that Vi
would now insist I take yet another step toward the
Total Feminine Image they had in mind. I had to say
no, but she had me on so many counts now that I felt
like I was now riveted to the barrel I was over...

It was a good thing that she wasn’t in. I would
probably have throttled her and thrown her under
the nearest passing train, even if I had to drive 50
miles to do it. But I had a period of time to cool off and
to rationalize that she had me and I had no alterna-
tive.

Brenda and Harriette arrived to dispose of their
own jackets in their office before they grabbed their
morning coffee and came into my office to welcome
me back and to delight in my new mini-skirted im-
age. But, sensing my coolness they retreated to the
rest room for that last moment of primping up before
going to work. I almost wanted to go with them.
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I stewed all morning, periodically walking down to
her office.

Some of the others who had seen the package also,
sort of tittered behind my back. They were pleasant
to me, but I heard the whispered conversations, just
out of earshot. When I looked, they were looking at
me and the conversation stopped immediately and
they went off in their separate directions. They knew
what was coming, just as I did.

Yet, with the exception of the ears, nothing that
she had done was permanent. Hair would grow out,
or I could try to have it straightened. The make-up
would wash off and even the eyelashes could be
clipped, or there could be some magic liquid to re-
move them. No one notices ears anyway... I just did
not like looking like what I was not. I wanted to make
it big in the fashion market as a man, not as a
woman. If she had her way, I wouldn’t get mine... And
from the looks of it, she was getting hers before I got
mine!

I didn’t catch her sneaking in, but she made it in
and then at noon gave me a call inviting me down to
her office. She was very casual about it! I grabbed my
purse and the package and almost ran down the hall
to her office (or as best as you can run in heels and a
tight mini skirt). As I came to the door my body was
trembling and I suddenly realized that I was afraid,
actually fearful of meeting her again. My heart
pounded in terror like that of a small child approach-
ing punishment for being naughty...

I retreated sheepishly to dash into the Men’s Room
to do my business, where I huddled in a stall in total
embarrassment as a guard came into pee. After he
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left, I snuck out into the hall and rushed away to my
office trying not to look at my office mates in fear that
they might guess the truth about my retreat.

Back in my office I unslung the purse, flopping it
on my desk. I then flopped into my chair trying to
think about what to say to Vi. Two seconds later, my
knees snapped shut. Was my “training” taking effect?
I guess I had better let it. Who knows when I will again
wear pants here in my office?

Maybe I should design a pants liner? They would
have an endorsement, but not one of the “all of the
time” type; of that I could be sure. I did not have
much time before the work was over and it was time
to go lunch. I had just reached for my purse when in
came Sara and Brenda.

“Why, Lynn,” Sara blurted out, “you are one of us
now. I wish you had taken this step much earlier.”

“She would have, if we had the right thumb
screws, right, Lynn, baby?” Brenda just had to get in
a dig.

“Hey, you guys, this is not my choice. I have been
railroaded, coerced and forced into this, just short of
at gun point!” Itwouldn’t do any good, but I’d complain
anyway.

“Well, dear, I think it is a hundred percent im-
provement. Why don’t we close our desks for lunch
and go powder our noses. Lynn here will want to be
doing the same, right?”
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I wanted to refuse, but I could hardly continue to
sneak in and out of the Men’s Room dressed as I was,
could I?

“Oh, yes,” Harriette agreed arising from her desk to
lead the way to the powder room where I took time, I
had not taken in the Men’s Room, to adjust my
clothes and touch up my make-up before we `girls’
went to lunch and I realized that I had quite willingly
taken another step towards the image they ex-
pected...

Lunch in the plant cafeteria led to post vacation
greetings from my coworkers and a visit to our table
by Vi, who merely welcomed me back to work, in de-
lighted saccharine, tones noting in mock disappoint-
ment that she had missed my office visit, so she had
placed some things in my office for me.

Chapter 13: Bringing it Home With
Resolve

After lunch, I returned to my desk to see that Vi
had left me more items from the production line to
add to my wardrobe including new girdles designed
by Brenda from my body briefer patterns.

Along with these goodies was my new benefits
package including my social security insurance,
stock options, retirement, and health insurance pa-
pers all made out to Ms. Lynn R. Luvie.

They are thorough and with connections.
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I know I should have gotten a new license when I
changed my name (well when they changed it for me).
I wondered if I could go down and renew it... Imagine
trying to be a Robert with double pierced ears, a head
of curly hair and long red nails. I’d probably have to
watch out for men in white coats looking for padded
cell inhabitants.As the saying goes, the daily witching
hour came upon me, the hour in which I normally
left.

But, the halls would be full of people and I only
had this mini skirted suit on, and nylons, and heels,
and I now looked totally like a woman, and...and...

How many rationalizations for not leaving could I
come up with? Tons, but being at work did not get me
supper...

I waited until the halls seemed quiet. I put the
purse over my shoulder and scooped up the boxes
and bags and headed for the door. It was a bit of a
manipulation, but I got it open and then I was out in
the hall.

No one there; I had waited long enough! I hit the
light and closed the door and started tapping down
the hall, wobbly as all hell!

I hadn’t gone 15 steps when Janet suddenly ap-
peared. She smiled at me that fabulous smile that
now almost snapped my garters.

“Hi Lynn, what’s in the boxes?”

“Uh, new wardrobe, Vi’s orders.”
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“I like your outfit. Are there more of the same in the
boxes? I think it is just adorable that you are going to
join us as a woman.”

“Join you?” What did that mean? “Well, yes, there
are more production items in the boxes.”

“I like it. Say, Lynn, why don’t you give me a call
some time? We could go out on the town. Try out your
new image on the city folk?”

“You mean go out looking like this? Wouldn’t you
prefer me in pants?”

“Not if you are going to wear that silly bra and
blouse, with you face painted and all. What you’re
wearing now is fine.”

She smiled again and my toes curled in spite of the
pointy toes of my high heels.

“If you’d prefer. I could give you a call, okay?"

“Just let me know when you are ready... Bye.”

I gave her a, “Bye!” back and she went off down the
hall. I had wanted a date and it had been no go. Now
that I looked as much like a woman, as she did, she
dangles a carrot. God, what a strange world. As I
took off, I wondered if I could go out on a date wearing
all of these women’s clothes.

Driving home I thought about her words and a
door in my life had come ajar that I had thought was
being closed. It did cause confusion, but also gave me
food for thought.
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Quickly as I could, I grabbed the boxes and bags
and hurried to my apartment building door, the
clicking of my high heels probably waking everyone
in the neighborhood who was sleeping. Several win-
dow curtains did stir; probably someone checking me
out.

“Hey, it’s that pretty blonde upstairs with the
butch look." a man’s voice shouted . “Sexy as hell in a
skirt. Nice looking ass.”

“Get away from that window, George,” a woman’s
voice demanded angrily.

Once the door was closed, I dumped the boxes and
headed for the bedroom, unzipping, unbuttoning and
removing as I went. I dumped what I had removed on
the bed and then removed the rest.

Finally I was naked and “clean” again.

I went into the bathroom and turned on the
shower.

The water felt good. I washed everything, hair in-
cluded. It felt strange to have smooth legs and a hair-
less torso. I still had the long nails, but everything
else that I could see was back to Bob. Leaving the
shower I dried off and then put on a pair of shorts,
slacks, a tee shirt and a long sleeved dress shirt. My
arms and legs felt strange without hair; they were
strangely sensitive!

I put on socks and shoes. Still everything I saw, ex-
cept for the nails, shaped brows and long lashes,
spelled Bob. At least I wanted to see that. Oh, how I
wanted to look like Bob again!
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It felt good, comfortable. So, feeling good, home. As
I packed my new lingerie away, I could not help but
notice this Bob like character in the mirror, only his
head looked like a woman’s and his nails were
painted and long.

When all was put away, I contemplated that image.

Much as I would like to be Bob, the true image said
thatBob wasn’t all there. There wasone heck of a lot of
Lynn there too. When I reached up to turn and play
with the studs, there was even more. My hair was
slowly drying and was curling in the process. Even
when wet it had shown some curl, now it was pulling
up in a very rough semblance of whatLynn had looked
like.

But! It was not Lynn. I would not give in.

Here at home, at least, I was going to be Bob, for as
long as I could help it! Looking as I did, I could not go
out into public.

Vi would have her due. I’d have to wear at least a
bra, just to go shopping, as I had up to now; to fit the
head image. If Vi caught me? Well, this was not office.
Or did she want to extend the image?

I did say always or did I? Such a question! I’d have
to find out one of these days, BUT NOT TONIGHT.
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Chapter 14: Facing the Music and
Dancing

In the morning I did my toilette and then started to
dress. The hose felt strange on my hairless legs. Putt-
ing on the blouse also elicited a different reaction
from my arms. It felt strange, yet pleasant. The girdle
was very tight at the waist but made that skirt fit just
right. The tap panties also seemed to tickle just a bit
more. I t wasn’t unpleasant, just distracting. As dis-
tracting as the sensitivity in my nipples. With bra
produced breasts sticking them out so far, I hit them
fairly often. Unfortunately, or fortunately, depending
on how you look at it, the sensitivity was pleasant!

I wondered how wearing this bra that long could
produce such a sensitivity. Should the Corporation
do a research project on it? Hell, let them find out for
themselves; I’ll just enjoy it!

When dressed, I was looking good, all except for
the hair. I shouldn’t have washed it last night. It was
looking kind of frizzy. But the rest, from bright red
lips and blue eyelids to the tips of my shiny black
high heels spelled what they wanted me to spell...
woman.

Getting in the car was not as traumatic as before.
There was some riding up, but a well placed hand
kept it to a minimum. I found that by sitting and then
pivoting, I could keep my miniskirt somewhat deco-
rous... Getting out was still a problem, but taking her
advice, by holding it down, there were fewer prob-
lems. Bending over to retrieve my purse, however,
elicited a wolf whistle from a passerby. I made a men-
tal image of his view and saw my broad butt (well
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padded but not that he’d know) high in the air, prob-
ably causing my skirt to ride up too to show lace and
stocking tops.

Damn, these dress things are tricky.

My first stop was to see Vi, since I had cooled down
from the reality of the day before.

This morning she was in. She took one look at my
hair and scribbled a note and then listened implaca-
bly as I pleaded for pants and sensible shoes.

Her answer sent a chill down my spine due to the
thoughts of last night.

“Lynn, your contract says that you will maintain
the Corporate Image that you had when you signed
it. That Image was not of Bob, but of Lynn. I want you
to remember that at all times, and I mean ALL times.
We went through this on each of the steps in develop-
ing your current, feminine image. Face it! You are a
woman in the eyes of the Corporation and they will do
whatever is needed to keep you in that status.

”You are moving better, but your hair is a mess.
We shall have that attended to. Don’t forget to check
your nails for chips. Your make-up is adequate as is
your dress. And, despite the high pitch your voice is
improving. Any problems?"

“Yeah, I’m a man in a god damn bra, girdle, and
skirt. It isn’t right and I want you to know it!”

“Sorry, Lynn, but you and I both know there is no
way out of it. Any other problems.”
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